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FOREWORD

This report presents the experimental results of overwater

loads and motions evaluations of two ground effect machine (GEM)

configurations. The investigations were conducted for the U. S.

Navy Department, Bureau of Ships, under Contract NObs 4360.

The tests were conducted using dynamically similar models at the

General Dynamics/Convair Hydrodynamics Laboratory.
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SYMBOLS

C Nozzle length measured at centerline of nozzle exit, (feet)

D Total drag, (pounds)

f Frequency

fe Frequency of wave encounter

fn Undamped natural frequency in heave

fn Undamped natural frequency in pitchP

f Forcing frequency of peak amplitudep
g Local acceleration of gravity, (feet per second squared)

G Nozzle width, (feet)

h Steady state operating height over hard surface measured to the lower edgeo

of nozzle, (feet)

h Wave height measured from trough to crest, (feet)w

J Jet momentum, (pounds)

K Spring constant, (pounds per foot)

L Craft length, (feet)

L Total lift, (pounds)

LB  Buoyant lift, (pounds)

M Pitching moment, (pound-feet)

Ap Base pressure, (pounds per square foot)

q Dynamic pressure, (pounds per square foot)

S Base area, (square feet) (plan area enclosed by outer edge of nozzle exit)

W Craft weight, (pounds)

e Pitch angle, (degrees)

8 Maximum wave angle, (degrees)W

X Wave length, (feet)

S Damping ratio
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SUMMARY

Th~reptp;e-r" -tite Y? sultsj e dynamically similar experimental

model evaluations of the over water loads and motions of two ground effect

machine configurations. --

Two basic configurations were testedtrfg ho i:-,rg.am.T

(1) The DTMB Annular Jet Configurations, o--

(2) ihe Bureau of Ships Side Skeg Configurations.

The program consisted primarily of .. - the heaving and

pitching motions incurred during normal operation in smooth water and in various

regular wave conditions. Also, the rigid body load factors resulting from sudden

power failure during maximum cruising condition in waves were determined. . P

The scope of the program was essentially to investigate the general GEM

parameters and no detailed study of specific problems was made. A list of

possible problem areas and recommendations for further study are presented.

The following specific investigations were conducted with both GEM con-

figurations:

1. Pitching and heaving motions at several velocities

up to cruising velocity in smooth water.

2. Pitching and heaving motions at several velocities

up to cruising velocity in sinusoidal waves.

3. Pitching and heaving motions while floating and

hovering over sinusoidal waves.

4. Vertical accelerations incurred during normal

operation over waves.

5. Rigid body load factors incurred during power

failure in waves.

6. Measurement of drag forces during operations in

smooth water.
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7. The effect of increased weight (base pressure), for constant

hover height, on the pitching and heaving motions of the GEM.

In addition to the above tests conducted with both GEM configurations,

several specialized investigations were conducted with the individual models.

Tests were conducted with the DTMB annular jet configuration to determine:

1. The heave response of the vehicle in waves with one

degree of freedom.

2. The pitch response of the vehicle in waves with one

degree of freedom.

3. The water impact velocity and acceleration produced

by vertical drops (power on and power off).

Additional tests were conducted with the BuShips side skeg model incor-

porating several bottom configurations to determine the heaving and pitching

motions during operation in smooth water and in waves.

Motion picture records were obtained for both configurations while operating

over smooth water and in waves. Motion picture records for the power failure

during cruising were also obtained. Selected portions of these motion pictures

have been combined to form a supplement to this report (General Dynamics/

Convair, Film Report 1058).

The specialized tests with the DTMB configuration were conducted to provide

vital input data for a companion program performed on an analog computer. This

program, conducted for the U. S. Navy Department, Bureau of Naval Weapons,

is described in General Dynamics/Convair Report ZP-346. This report com-

pares the analytically determined loads and motions of the DTMB configuration

with the experimental data of this report.
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INTRODUCTION

Ground effect machines (GEM's) hold forth promise of fulfilling a great

variety of functions in future military operations. Under certain specialized con-

ditions they present a means for the transportation of personnel, supplies, troops,

and cargo with greater speed and safety than other vehicles currently available or

planned for future development. Perhaps of even more importance, they provide

a means of transportation over difficult terrain where no form of travel currently

exists.

Many of the important uses envisioned for GEM vehicles involve operation

over water. In order to better understand the general over-water behavior of

these machines as an aid to the development of practical and useful vehicles, it

is vital that the effect of certain design parameters, limiting water surface con-

ditions, and vehicle structural requirements be determined.

The U. S. Navy Department, in pursuit of this iniormation, has entered into

a comprehensive program of GEM research and vehicle development.

The experimental model investigations reported herein, and sponsored by

the Bureau of Ships, represent a portion of the over-all Navy research program.

The purpose of these model investigations was to evaluate and compare the motions

and loads incurred by two specific GEM configurations during operation over water.

The two configurations investigated were the DTMB Annular Jet design and the

BuShips Side Skeg design.
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-w RESULTS

The subject model testing program with the two QEM configurations has

shown that the vehicles are subject to heaving and pitching motions and accelera-

tions when operating over waves. The amplitude and frequency of these motions.

and accelerations are dependent upon a number of design and operating parawenters.

In general, the present over-water GEM vehicle tests, in sinusoidal wave

conditions, indicate the following:

1. The peak response amplitude occurs at fe/fn (frequency of

encounter/undamped natural frequency) of less than 1. 0

and is a function of the damping ratio, (c).

2. The peak response amplitude in heave and pitch increases

with the wave length to craft length ratio (X/L).

3. The vertical accelerations increase with the wave length

to craft length ratio (X/L).

The following specific results were obtained for the two basic configura-

tions:

DTMB Annular Jet Configuration

1. Maximum heave response amplitude ratios (Ah/h )

varied from 1. 10 to .40 as wave length to craft

length ratios (X/L) varied from 2. 00 to .55

(see Figure 12).

2. Maximum pitch response amplitude ratios (A e/eW)

varied from 2. 50 to .40 as wave length to craft

length ratios (X/L) varied from 2. 00 to . 55 (see

Figure 13).

3. The frequency ratio for the peak heave amplitude

varied from 0. 8 to 0. 6 as the base pressure in-

creased from 50. 302 to 100. 022 psf (Figure 17).
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4. The frequency ratio for the peak pitch amplitude

remained constant at .40 as base pressure in-

creased (Figure 17).

5. Peak accelerations occurred at the critical heave

frequency and were maximum for the longest wave

length tested (X/L = 2. 0). The peak forward accelera-

tions were of the order of 1. 0 g. The peak c. g.

accelerations were approximately . 70 of a g (see

Figures 18 and 20).

6. Power failure impact loads were measured and

found to be of the order of 2. 0 g's at 87.5 knots

(Figure 24).

7. The maximum drag to weight ratio was .10 (Figure

27).

8. Aerodynamic lift coefficient (CL) at zero angle of

attack was 0. 52.

BuShips Side Skeg Configuration with Knife-edged Skeg (Flat Bottom)

1. The maximum heave response ratios (Ah/h w) varied

from. 60 to . 30 as wave length to craft length ratios

(X/L) varied from 1. 78 to . 56 (see Figure 14).

2. Maximum pitch response amplitude ratios (AO/Ow)

varied from 2.20 to . 80 as wave length to craft length

ratios (X/L) varied from 1. 78 to .56 (Figure 15).

3. The frequency ratio of peak heave amplitude varied

from 1. 0 to . 80 as the base pressure increased from

59.44 to 77.41 psf (Figure 17).
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4. The frequency ratio of peak pitch amplitude was. 58

and was independent of base pressure variation

(Figure 17).

5. Peak accelerations occurred at the critical heave

frequency at X/L = 2. Maximum forward accelera-

tion of 1. 0 and c.g. accelerations of . 85 were

obtained (Figures 19 and 20).

6. Power failure impact loads of 2. 0 g's were obtained

at 87.5 knots (Figure 2 ).

7. The maximum drag to weight ratio (D/W) was . 50

(Figure 27).

8. Incorporation of the concave bottom did not appre-

ciably influence the loads and motions in speed

ranges up to 100 knots.

9. The convex bottom was found to be unsuitable for

operation over water.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR FURTHER STUDY

V;

Based upon the results of the tests described herein, it is concluded that GEM

vehicles operating over waves are subject to critical heaving and pitching motions

and accelerations. These motions and accelerations are of paramount importance

to the feasibility of the GEM concept during over-water operation. The results
'11 /,c 4?7

the proesnt-tot hrc-,' ehownthat much can be done to minimize the motions and

loads of these vehicles. V "u data h gained for the judicious selection

of optimum design parameters. The tests be also indicated some of the major

problem areas which will require further investigation 4a..uder to insure the safety,

structural integrity, and comfort of GEM vehicles operating over waves.

It is believed that further experimental and analytical studies in the f owing

areas are required:

1. Determine local bow and bottom water pressures and develop

sound hydrodynamic theories for predicting pressures.

2. Investigate bow and bottom configurations that will

minimize local water pressures and impact loads.

3. Determine a rational method for the design of bow and

bottom panel structures to withstand the local and average

water pressures.

4. Investigate methods for reducing or controlling the heaving,

pitching, and rolling motions and accompanying accelerations

during normal cruising operation over waves.

5. Investigate possible means for augmenting GEM lift through

improved aerodynamic and air cushion designs.

6. Autopilot stability and control requirements.
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MODELS

Dynamically similar models (1/24 scale) of the DTMB Annular Jet and the

BuShips Skeg Model (Figures 1 through 7) were used in this investigation. The

models were scaled to represent a craft length of 200 feet and to simulate base

pressures of 50 to 100 psf. The models were constructed of balsa with mahogany

spars for structural integrity.

The BuShips skeg model was constructed in such a manner to pp'mit the

installation of three (3) bottom configurations and three (3) skeg configurations.

Provisions were also made for utilizing three jet angles (300, 450, and 600).

The model was designed with a concave bottom to which alternate flat or convex

bottoms could be attached. An additional center line skeg was also included in

the model construction. For this investigation, the 450 jet angle with the knife

edge skeg was tested in conjunction with the f.hree bottom contours. For the

power failure impact tests, a plate inclined at 450 was attached to the bow.

Axial fans powered by one horse power d. c. motors placed on the top of

the models supplied the air for the ground effect power. Two fan configurations

were used on the DTMB annular model. One fan was utilized for the 50 psf

condition and two fans were used for testing in the 70 to 100 psf range. One fan

was sufficient to power the BuShips skeg model for the entire range. The inter-

nal air flow system, consisting of . common plenum chamber from which air

was fed to all of the jets, was Similar for both -aodels. The curtain jet widths

of both models were made to match the momentum output of the fans. The re-

sulting curta.,i jet widths for the models were as f,,llows:

DTMB Annular Jet Configuration

Weight G
Pounds Jet Width (ft)

633,834 3.0
906, 1631

1,121,126J 1.25

BuShips Skeg Model

All weights 2.0
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TEST APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION

The investigation reported herein was conducted in the towing tan, .of the

General Dynamics/Convair Hydrodynamics Laboratory. The towing tank is 300

feet long, 12 feet wide, and 6 feet deep, with a hydraulically operated oyerhead

towing carriage. A mechanical wave generator capable of producing regular

sinusoidal waves is positioned at one end of the tank (Reference 1).

The dynamic-type carriage utilized during these tests consisted of two

parallel shafts attached to the model. These shafts were free to move vertically

within a support structure. The shafts were also provided with ball bearing

pivots to allow the models to pitch at its center of gravity. A photograph of

the annular jet model attached to the dynamic carriage is shown in Figure 8.

Data were obtained for the heave, pitch, acceleration, wave size and

velocity. The time histories for all of the components used during the test were

recorded on a Midwestern Model 616 direct writing oscillograph placed on the

carriage. Heave and pitch measurements were obtained by the use of high

resolution potentiometers. Accelerations were measured with two acceler-

ometers placed fore and aft on the central mahogany spars 30 inches from the

center of gravity. Force measurements were obtained using strain gage

dynamometers incorporated in a balanced Wheatstone bridge circuit.

The wave size was determined by a sonic wave recorder developed by

the St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory of the University of Minnesota. The

wave recorder was placed adjacent to the bow of the models in order to record

the undisturbed wave contours. Data for wave height, wave length, and frequency

of encounter were obtained from the time correlation record.

Model velocity was recorded by two methods. A continuous trace of the

velocity profile was obtained using a d. c. generator placed on the carriage.

A secondary method utilized a photo-electric cell placed on the carriage which
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was de-energized by strips placed every five feet on the rail support. Both

methods were used simultaneously during this program.

Motion pictures of the motions of the model were obtained using a Bell and

Howell camera mounted on the moving carriage. The motion pictures were taken

at a standard film speed of 24 frames per second in order to present the motion

in "real" model time. It should be pointed out, however, that full scale proto-

type motions would occur at approximately one-fifth the rate of the model, i.e.,
1/2

model time varies as the (scale)
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TEST PROCEDURE AND CONDITIONS

The model tests were conducted in two phases. Phase one consisted of the

determination of the analog computer input data for Reference 2. The second phase

incorporated the dynamic tests for the comparative evaluation of the two GEM con-

figurations.

PHASE I (ANALOG COMPUTER INPUT DATA)

This phase utilized the DTMB annular model and the following tests were

performed:

1. The determination of the heave response in one degree of

freedom. The model was locked in pitch at zero degrees

trim and data were obtained at constant velocities up to

100 knots, full scale, for wave lengths of .5 to 2 times

the length of the craft. Test wave heights were of the

order of 1. 0 to 1.5 times the hover height over the ground

board.

2. Tests for determining the pitch response of the model in

one degree of freedom. The model was locked in heave

at the over-water hover height and data were obtained

in the same manner as in (1). Tests were made in a wave

height of 1. 0 times the hover height over the ground

board.

3. Vertical drop tests for the evaluation of impact velocity

and accelerations. The drops were made in smooth

water at three power settings and one power-off condition.

4. The evaluation of aerodynamic lift coefficient at zero

angle of attack. Data were obtained with a strain
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gage dynamometer with the model operating at constant

velocities over smooth water.

PHASE II (COMPARISON OF LOADS OF MOTION OF THE TWO GEM
CONFIGURATIONS)

The two GEM configurations were tested in the following conditions:

1. Hovering and operating at speeds up to 100 knots, full

scale, in smooth water and in waves. Data were obtained

at constant velocities with the model in two degrees of

freedom, i.e., in heave and in pitch. The model was

tested in wave lengths of . 5 to 2 times the length of

the craft and in wave heights of. 5 to 1. 0 times the

hover height over ground board. Tests in following

seas, as well as head seas, were made for each con-

figuration.

2. Total power failure at cruising speed while operating

in waves. Sudden power failure conditions were simu-

lated and impact accelerations were obtained in wave

lengths of .5 x 2. 0 times the length of the craft and

wave heights of 5 to 1. 0 times the hover height over

the ground board.

The power failure test procedure was as follows:

1. The model was accelerated to constant speed in waves.

2. The motor was automatically cut off 160 feet from the

start by a microswitch actuated by a lever on the rail

support The microswitch actuated a relay in the fan

circuit. The carriage was also uncoupled from the

drive system and was permitted to decelerate at this

time.
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3. After the model impacted the first wave, the fan was turned on

by a remotely controlled manual switch by-passing the micro-

switch. Thi s procedure was used to prevent the possible

destruction of the model. The DTMB model was totally

destroyed after six test runs.

In addition to the above tests, the floating characteristics of the BuShips

skeg configuration were recorded in waves.

Table I lists the configurations and the conditions that were investigated

during the dynamic tests.

TABLE I

TEST CONDITIONS

Full Scale Moment of
Model Configuration Weight Base Pressure Inertia

Pounds PSF Slug-ft 2

DTMB Annular Jet 633,834 50.302 2.41 x 10 7

906,163 78.087 3.36 x 10 7

1,121, 126 100.022 3.55 x 10 7

BuShips side skeg 812,160 59.443 6.64 x 10 7

with knife-edged Flat bottom

skeg 1,026,432 77.41.4 8.72 x 107

Concave bottom 866,765 65 042 7. 00 x 1.07

Convex bottom 1, 041,224 78.796 8.19 x 107
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The methods used to determine the base pressure and the moment of inertia

of the models were as follows:

Base Pressure:

The operating base pressure for the DTMB annular configuration was

determined from the equation

W = L = (p + .42q)S (As given by Ref. 3)

For the BuShips skeg configuration, the following equation was used:

W= L = ApS + J cos e + LB

Since from the simple thin jet theory

Aph C
0

1 - sin 0

Aph C

W= L=ApS+ (1-sine) (cos ) + LB

where h was assumed to be equal to hsw + hd and h = ba~e-pressure in

inches of water.

I hh sw

h
d
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Moment of Inertia

The moment of inertia of both models was determined by the method

identical to that used by General Dynamics/Convair for seaplane models.

K 1

C.G. & Center
Of Rotation .K

K2

Kequtr  K 1 + K 2 -
3.78 #/in

2
Since LM= K L2 A

e

AM 2-=K2 =K
A6 e p

2n 2n

2
Ke

2 2f (2n)

. , i I I I ~ ~ i 2 i I I III III III Ii
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DISC USSIO N

MODEL NATURAL FREQUENCIES

It is well established that a critical speed exists for the ground effect machine

operating over uneven surfaces. The critical speed depends upon the operating

height, the ratio of vehicle length to wave length, the amplitude of the wave, and

the damping factor.

Reference 4 indicates that the heave spring constant, Kh , for a GEM is

approximately

AL W

h Ah h
0

and the natural undamped frequency in heave for a GEM is approximately
fn-

2iV h0

The expression for the pitch natural frequency can be developed by the same analogy.

It it is assumed that

AL W
h Ah h

0

is the same for each compartment of the GEM base area, then

Ah S
AL = W ---

0

Also, by assuming that the lift acts at the centroid of each compartment, the

moment equation can be written as

Ah S Ah S

AM= W , - - ------ W-Wc\ r
0 0 0

Since the compartmentation of the configurations used in this investigation was

symmetrical, the expression reduces to

2 W (Sc/S) rC 2
AM= h

0
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and the pitch spring constant, Kp

A M 2 W(Sci/S) 
r, 2

p A e h0

The undamped pitch natural frequency for the configurations tested is

fn 1 K = __1 W rc c

p 2i- 1 21 I S h

HEAVE AND PITCH RESPONSE

The results of the heave and pitch response tests are presented as the

ratios (amplitude of response) divided by (amplitude of disturbance) versus the

ratio of (frequency of disturbance) divided by (natural frequency), i.e.,

(A h/h w vs fe/fn)

Figures 10 and 11 show the heave and pitch response data obtained with

the DTMB configuration for the analog computer study (i. e., single degree of

freedom). It is noted that the maximum response is obtained at fe/fn of less

than 1. 0, which is typical of damped second order systems. The maximum

heave response varies with the ratio X/L and shows an increase with increasing

X/L.

The heave and pitch response characteristics of the DTMB annular jet in

two degrees of freedom are plotted in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. Figures

14 and 15 are the heave and pitch responses for the BuShips skeg configuration.

The cross plots of the dynamic test data to determine the effect of base

pressure on the dynamic response and on the critical frequency ratio are shown

in Figures 16 and 17. Due to the difficulty in obtaining exactly the same wave

characteristic for every test condition, a comparison is given for only one wave

size. The maximum heave response decreases with an increase in base pressure

for the annular jet model while the inverse is true for the BuShips skeg con-

figuration. The maximum pitch response increases with base pressure for both

configurations (Figure 16)..
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The critical frequency ratio in heave decreases for both configurations as

base pressure increases For the annular jet configuration, the critical frequency

ratio in heave appears to be in the region of .80 to .60 for base pressures of 50 to

100 psf, respectively. The BuShips skeg configuration shows a critical heave fre-

quency of 1. 0 to .75 for the same base pressure range. The critical frequency ratio

in pitch for both configurations was constait at .55 for the DTMB annular configu-

ration and at .40 for the BuShips skeg configuration (Figure 17). It is to be noted,

however, that the two configurations were not tested at the same G/h 0 The criticalo

frequency is dependent on the damping ratio , by the expression

f• " 1 -2fn

and t is a function of the operating height, h
0

Data for the BuShips side skeg configuration with the convex bottom were not

obtained for reasons explained later in this report

At a frequency ratio higher than the critical, it was observed that the model

tended to maintain Itself in a level flight. However, even at the X/L of .50 and

cruising velocity equivalent to 100 knots, the model did not settle to a smooth and

level flight but vibrated at the frequency equal to the frequency of wave encounter.

LOADS

The accelerations of both configurations tes*ed in this investigation were

measured by the use of two accelerometers placed 30 inches fore and af of the

center of gravity and ro f.afion. Data are presented for the maximum acceleration

above +lg static, encountered durng operation over waves.

Operational Loads

The forward accelerations measured for both the DTMB and 1he BuShips con-

f!gurations were of the order of 1 0 g (Figures 18 mid 19*, and appear to occur at

the peak heave frequency ratio.,

The (!.g. accelerat~ons were computed by the expression,

forward acceleration -f aft acceleration
ace -

c.g. 2
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at the instant of maximum c. g. accelerations as determined from the heave traces

(the model was assumed to be a rigid body). The data are shown in Figure 20. The

maximum c. g. acceleration measured was .60 of a g for the DTMB configuration

and .50 of a g for the BuShips configuration, and it seems to occur at the peak heave

frequency ratio. Cross plotting the maximum c. g. acceleration versus wave height

shows that the accelerations increase with the wave height for both configurations.

The BuShips concave bottom exhibited a more pronounced increase in c. g. accelera-

tion than did the flat bottom configuration (Figure 21). For the DTMB annular GEM,

Figure 21 shows that for a given wave length the maximum c. g. accelerations gener-

ally decrease with the gross weight. Gross weight increase for the Buships side

skeg GEM shows an increase in c. g. accelerations.

Data for the maximum aft accelerations are presented in Figures 22 and 23.

The maximum aft accelerations for both configurations are of the order of .60 of a g.

Impact Loads

Impact accelerations incurred by both configurations during sudden power

failures are presented for a forward velocity of 87.5 knots in Figure 24. The maxi-

mum g's obtained at the fore and aft accelerometers are plotted versus X/L.

Table II lists the actual readings obtained.

The procedure used during the impact tests in waves was previously men-

tioned. The procedure permitted at least two ,.'uns for each of the wave conditions

tested. The following visual, and time history trace observations were made during

this test:

1. Accelerations were obtained for the first wave impact only.

2. The impact occurred chiefly at the nose of the model.

3. No impact occurred at the midsection of the model, except at X/L = . 50.

4. Both models suffered extensive damage in X/L of .50 when the trans-

verse jets acted as scoops.
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SMOOTH WATER TESTS

Preliminary tests of power failures were made in smooth water with the

BuShips configuration to check out the test procedure. Time history data were also

taken at this time and the following conditions were observed:

1. At a forward velocity of 10 feet per second, the model impacted the

water approximately 2 seconds after the fan was cut off when the

initial operating height was 2.5 inches.

2. The vertical impact acceleration at all point$ of the model was

essentially zero.

It was concluded from the above that the fan dynamics and the ground effect

cushion have a pronounced effect on the glide of a GEM.

The results of the smooth water tests are presented in Figures 25 through 27.

Figure 25 shows the average operating height in waves plotted along with the oper-

ating height over smooth water. This substantiates the findings of Reierence 7 that

the mean flight path over the wave is essentially the same as that over smooth water

measured from the mean water level. It can be seen also from the hovering con-

dition that the BuShips configuration operated at a much higher height than did the

DTMB configuration with the same base pressure and power input. During this test,

the BuShips model hovered at a height approximately 2.5 times the hover height of

the DTMB model.

A maximum trim of 30 was encountered by the DTMB annular jet configuration

at approximately 30 knots. The hump trim for the BuShips side skeg configuration

with the flat bottom is only of the orde; of .5o at 40 knots. The BuShips ske- con-

figuration with the concave bottom exhibi, ed a hump trim exactly like that of the flat

bottom, except that a divergent trim condition was observed, starting at a velocity

of 60 knots to a maximum trim of 1.50 at 87.5 knots (Figure 26).

Attempts to test the BuShips side skeg configuration with the convex bottom

installed were made in smooth water without success. At the forward speed of 30

knots, the model pitched excessively because the water attached itself to the curved

bottom. This was probably due to the low pressure suction on the convex bottom.
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Jet extensions were utilized ., determine the extent of convexity that might be toler-

ated on the bottom, and not until the Jet extension was approximately even with the

convex bottom did the model operate with any success. It is therefore concluded

that the convex bottom was an intolerable configuration for a side skeg GEM.

Drag measurements for the two GEM configurations are plotted versus velocity

in Figure 27. The DTMB configuration exhibits a much lower D/w ratio than the

BuShips skeg configuration At the operating velocity of 100 knots, the DTMB con-

figuration had a D/w ratio of 0.1, whereas the BuShips configuration had a D/w

ratio of 0.5.

Afloat

Model test of the BuShips side skeg model were performed to determine the

floating characteristics. The data are presented for the heave amplitude ratio

(Ah/h w) vs X/L in Figure 28 and trim to X/L in Figure 29.

The flat bottom configuration heaves mo e severely (approximately twice as

high) than the concave bottom configuration for the same wave condition. The flat

bottom configuration shows a heave amplitude ratio of .80 compared'to the concave

bottom configuration heave amplitude ratio of .40 (Figure 28).

The trim characteristics of the two types of bottom were found to be of the

same magnitude for the two wave conditions tested (Figure 29).
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YOt: Model fixed in trim at 0 dog. yabo /L

Model weight w 39.7 1b. 0 1.993 .987
(0.w. * 548,813 lb.)

G/b 3 1.5 1.573 .957
V 1.168 1.2D6

.52D 1.059

1.2

1.0 

0.8
c1

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Frquency Ratio, f*/fn

FIG. 10. H]AVE RLSPOSS FOR D1M4B MLAR 034
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Syabol /L

o 1.993

o] 1.513

Votes Height fixd at hover height over water.
Model weight - 39.7 lb. (G.. * 548,813 lb)

2.4 o * 1.5
0

2.2 0

2,0

S1.8

1.6

~1.4

0

1.2

Q .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2
Frequency Ratio, fe/fn

FIG. Ii. PITCH RESPONSE FOR DThB ANNULAR GEK
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Synbol AIL h,/h.

O 2.00 .984
O 1.31 .962

.56 .944

7 1.77 1.55
Weight 4 45.85 lb. X 1.33 1.25
(G.W. a 633,834 lb.) 1.21 -1.16

4,2 G/ o a 1.50

1.0

400

,,I

C .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4
Fxeiency Ratio, fe/fu

FI0. 12. UAVI RSINUSE DhMB ANNULAR CM
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Syubol A/L hw/ho

0 1.61U 1.612

1.440 1.166

/ 1.362 1.720

G/h .960
Weight = 65.55 lb. (G.W. * 906,163 ib)

1.0

* I

1~
, .2

0-
0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

F requency Ratio, fe/fn

1IG. 12. HEAVE RESPONSE DTIB ANNULAR Gi)
(CONTINUED)
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Symbol A/L hw/ho

] 1.438 1.294

/ .554 1.247

G/h .737
Weight - 81.10 lb. (G.W. * 1,121,126 ib)

.2

0 0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2,.4

Frequency Platio, fe/fa

ZIG. 12 SEAVE RESPONSE DW ANNULAR G&K
(Continued)
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Symbol A/L _______

0 2.00 .984
1.314 .962

.558 .944

1.771 1.550
X 1.328 1.250

1.215 1.160

Weight a 45.85 lb. (G.W. * 633,834 ib)

G/h0  1.50
2.4

2.0

j 1.6

V

* 1.2

.8

4-V~

.4

A A

01
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Frequency Ratio, fe/fnp

FIG. 13. PITCH RESPONSE FOR DTMB ANNULAR GEM
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Oeneral Dynamics/Convair

o 1.614 1.612

1. i. 0 1.166

1.362 1.720

G/ho = .960
Weight - 65.55 lb. (G.w. - 906,163 ib)

2.8

2.4

* *.0

1 1.6

1L.2

.4

O0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Frequency Ratio, fe/fnp

FIG. 13. PITCfl RESPONSE FOR MB ANNULAR GM
(Continuqd)
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Symbol /L hw/ho

1.438 1.294

6.554 1.247

G/ho -. 737

Weight a81.10 lb. (G.W. - 1,121,126 lb)

2.42.&El

2.0

'1 1.6

4 1.2

41

0
0 -5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

lequency Ratio, te/fn,.

FIG. 13. PITCH RESPONSE FOR DneB ANNULAR GEM

(Continued)
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Symbol A/L hw/ho

0 1.599 .349
E0 1.353 .368

.560 .358
1 1.656 .854
x 1.262 .765

.634 .760

Flat Bottom Skeg Model

G/ho a .333
AWeight * 58.75 lb. (G.W. £ 812,160 lb)

"4

Ir.6

*1x
0

4.2 3 <

O 0 .6, .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2
Frrwpels w R t, fe/fn

FIG. 14. HEAVE RESPOISE FOR BUSHIPS SKIG MODEL
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Symbol /L h,/ho

o 1.64 .402

O 1.319 .460
A .565 .4375

1.782 1.039

x 1.289 .924

0 .704 .698

Flat Bottom Skeg Model - G/ho s .400
Weight • 74.25 lb. (G.W. * 1,026,432 lb)

431

00

6 0 (

<4

3.2

.4

0 .. 8 1..2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2
Frequency Ratio, fe/fn

IG. 14. HIAVE RESPONSE FOR BUSHIPS SKEG MODEL
(Continued)
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Symbol A/L h/ho

0 1.69 .334
.552 .334

7 1.73 .843
X 1.275 .741

.693 .741

Concav. Bottom Skeg Model
0/h0 = .328

1 Woi±t a 62.70 lb. (G.W. a 866v765 ib)

; 0

S4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2Frxqaomnq Ui.at, to/tn

FIO. 14. UAV& RESPONSE FOR BUSHIPS $UG MOIEL
(Connued)
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Symbol A/L hw/h0

0 1.599 .39
1.353 .3M

A 560 .358
V1.656 .1954

X 1.262 ."5
0 .63 .760

Flat Bottom Skeg Model
O/ho : .33
Weigh 56.75 lb. (o.w. $ 812,160 lb)

1.6

41.

0,
It !o 1,5 , 2.0 21,5 3.0 3.5

.r. Peny RPatio, t/% nI

710. 15. PITCH RESPOIS FOR BUSMIPS 81MOIL
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Symbol ~L

.1565 .47

1.7S2 1

flxt Dottim' Siqg Model __704 __4_

[. weight 74.25 lb. (G.W. o 1$0260432 .4)

2.44

.510 .5 . 253. .

1.16al~ 1a q, f/ n

YIw1.nc sp~ ic ansSO OS

..............................
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symbol A/L Ywho

o~1.69 .334

.552 .334

1.73 .843

1.275 .741

.693 .74

Concave Bottom Skeg Model
0/h0  .328
Weight a 62.70 lb. (G.W. a 866,765 lb)

2.4

2-.0

I
. 1.6

0,
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

?requncy Rtio, fe/rnp

FIG. 15. PITCH RESPONSE FOR BUSgIPS SKEG MODEL
(Continued)
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0.8

AL A8 1.33 - 1.41

o .6

is. \-BuShipo Skeg (Flat Bottom)

* 0. 'Vi a.1.65

S0.2

0 40 60 so 10012
Base Pressure (L P) -PSI

2.6U11BAalr od\

A$ A/ 1.33 -1."1

4o2.4

i2.0 BuSipa Skeg (Flat oottom)
t?/L a 1.65

0 20 40 60 s0 100 120
Base Pressuare (aP) - PSF

rIG. 16. MAXIMM EP0NSE VS BASS PSURE
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1.0
W -BuShips Skeg (Flat Bottom)

AI 1.65
0.8

I M Anmular Gem
0.6 A/L 1.33 - 1.

e 0.4

0.2

0 20 40 60 6o 1oo
Bww Pressure (A P) - PSY

0.8

OM A As .... t

,/L -0 1. 33 - 1.JA

0°62

0
0 20 40 60 80 100

Base Presore (,a P) - PSF

FIG. 17. eWflTICAL FEQUOCY RATIO VS BASE PRESSURE
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Symbol A/L h

o 2.00

o1.31 .962
-.5% .9"

S 1.771 1.550
x 1.328 1.250

Weight 45.85 lb. (o.W. 633,834 lb)1.215 1.160

-1.2 G/ho  * 1.50
V

-0.8

-1.4

10o2 3

1-0.4

-0.8
Criftlm heave fre"*unq ratio

-1.2
Irrequency Ratio# fo/fn,;

FIG. 18. FORWHAPU &OLKSATIONS FOR0IM 4 ANPKLAR GEN
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Symbol AIL h

0 1.614 1.612
o l.44o 1.166

1.362 1.720

Weight a 65.55 lb. (G.W. a 906,163 Ib)
G/h - .960

+1.2

, 0.8

40.4

-0.4

'I ritlea3. beave, frequency ratio
40.8

w4.2 Frequency Ratio

710, 1A. YCWMR ACCILWATNS 1FM VMB AIOKWA GHK
(Continued)



General Dyrntacs/Convair 
4

El 1.4%~ 1.294

A .554 1.4

weight -81.10 1b. (G.W. 1 ,1.21s126 1b)

..

UK %Ibmf* .I

Loi

(Contirmed)
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ftbo1 AIL tb./h.

0 1.599 .349

E) 1.353 .368
.560 .358

V 1.656 .85,4
x 1.262 .765

Plat Bottomn( .634 .76o
Weight 58.75 (Q.W. -812v160 1b)

*1.2 GAO .333

40.8 V I

rZOF19. CM. A=~LZPATcIN FM~ bUSHIS SG MOM
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W**b1 AIL ~b 0~

o 1.64 .402
3 1.319 .460

.565 .4375

1.782 1.039

X 1.289 .924

Flat Bottom _ .704 .6"
Weight " 74.25 lb. (G.W. - 1,026,432 lb)G/ho - ,0

+0.8

.40A

.0

8 IV

Cri el heave froqaenoy ratio

Frequency Ratio, fe/fnp

710. 19. F"RWARD ACCILRAtIOS FM BUSHPS OM MML
(Continued)
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%rmbol A/L b/h

0 1.69 .334

A.552 .334

17 1.73 .843
X 1.275 .741

0> .693 .741
Concave Bottom

Weight *62.70 lb. (G.. 866,765 1b)
+1.2 G/b0  .32.8

40.8

to

* ( 0

-03-

Critical heave frequency ratio

Frequency Ratio, fe/fn,

n'o. 19. FRmwARD ACC3uzwxoNs Fo BuBIps SM~ MODEL
(Continued)
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340461 Symbol A/4~ by/b

45.85 0 2.00 .984
10 1.31 .962
A 0.558 .944
V 1.771 1,550
X ) 1.328 1.250

0.6 IWeight - 45.850 0) 1. 215 1.160
(G.W. it 633,834) 65.55 0 1.614 1.612

0/h0  1.50 l1.440 1.166
0 A .1.362 1.720

0.4 81.10 E3 1.438 1.294
.554 1.247

0.2

~bo
1 0
S 0 12

S0.4 f*/flip
Weight x 65.55#
(0.19. *906,163)

0.2 G/ho .960

j Critical heave frequency ratio

Weight £81.l0#

0.4 (G.W. '1121126)
0/h0  .737

0.2

0
0

Frequiency Ratio, fe/flip

* FIG. 20. C.G. ACCELERATIONS OVER WAVES FOR DTHB ANNULAR GEM
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M~odell Symbol /~ L Ih.Jb.

58.5 0 1.599 .34
0 1.353 .368

.560 .358
*1.656 .854

X 1.262 .765
1 .634 .760

Flt~62.70 0 1.69 .334
v 1.73 .843VkL75 1h. (G.u. u812,160) 1.27Z5 .741

0.4 G/h0  .333 0.693 .741
74.25 0 1.64 .402

v 1.782 1.039
0.2 v .704 .698

12, 3

0.4 (.aw866#76

..00.2

Critical heave trquonqy ratiLo

0 1 2 3a

0.4/ (G.W. a1,026,432)

0.2

0
0 2 3

Franqy Ratio, fe/fnp

FIG. 20. C.G. ACC NtATIONS OVER WAVES FOR
BUJJP SKG OD&L
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V114B Annular GN4

0.6 AIL 1.31 - 1.44

.<> u 633,834 lb.

+ a 906,163 lb.
0W4 z 1,121,126 lb.

0

80.20
.4

0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0

Wave Height-Hover Height Ratio, hw/h o

1aShips Skeg GEK

o.6 A/L 1.60 - 1.78

0 = 812,160 lb.
(flat bottom)

* 0.4 1,026,432 lb.
(flat bottom)

a 866,765 lb.
(concave bottom)

S 0.2

0
0 .4 A8 1.2 1.6 2.0

Wave Height-Hover Height Ratio, hw/h o

FIG. 21. C.G. ACCELERATIOR VS WAVE HEIGHT
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Symbol 14 A/L~

02.00 .984

[2] 1.31 .962

.558 .9/44
1.771 1.550

x1.328 1.250

() 1.'215 1.160

Weighit a 45.85 lb. (G.W. *6339834 li

#1. 2 oo 1.5

+0.8

4 0

0

-1.2
Frequency Ratio, fe/f11,

FIG. 22. APT ACCELERA&TIONS OVER~ WAVES FOR OMB ANNULAR GENI
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Symbol A/L hw/ho

0 1.614 1.612

o 1.440 1.166
1.362 '1.720

Weight - 65.55 lb. (G.W. a 906,163 lb)

f1.2 0/ho - .960

+0.8

S

+0.4

on12
0

2 30. 0

-0.8

-1.2 Frequency Ratio, fe/fnp

FIG. 22. AFT ACCELERATIONS OVER WAVES FOR VMK ANNULAR GEK
(Continued)
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SYi~o1 A/L wh

1.438 1.294

A .55 1.247

Weight '81.10 lb. (G.W. *10121,126 lb)

4-1.2 G/ho .737

+ -0.4

0

40 0

[0.4

-0.8

-1.2 Frequency Ratio, fe/fnp

FIG. 2. AFTI ACCELERATIONS OVER WAVES FOR DThB ANINULAR 4
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Symbol A L hw/ ho

o1.64 .402

o 1.319 .4w0

.565 .4375

1.782 1.039

x1.289 .924

Flat Bottom
Weight '74.25 lb. (G.W. a1,0269432 lb)

1-1.2 GAO Am

+0.8

L )

x

-0.8

-1.2
Frequency R~atio, fe/fnp

FIG. 23. AFT ACCELERATIONS OUER WAVES FOR BUSHIPS

SKEG M0ZEL
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Symb ol A /L wh

0 1.599 .349

1.353 .368
.560 .358

V1.656' .854
X 1.262 .765

Flat Bottom ____ .634 .760

Weight a58.75 lb. (G.W. u812,160 lb)

+1.2 0/ho .333

+0.8

40.4

0

-0.8

-1.*2
Frequency Ratio, fe/fnp,

FIG. 23. AYT ACCMLRATIONS OVER WAVES FOR BUSHIPS

SKEG MODEL

(Continued)
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Symbol A/L wh

0 1.69 .334
A .552 .334

17 1.73 .843
x 1.275 .741

.693 .741

Concave Bottom

Weight a62.70 lb. (G.W. 866,765 lb)

t1.2 G/ho .328

4-0.8

S x
0 

-

[.0.4

-1.2
Frequency Ratio, fe/fn?

FIG- 23. MF ACCELERATONS OVER WAVES FOR BUSHIPS SIKEG MOEEL

(Continued)
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mTMD Annular Gem Symbol Vh0
Weight = 633,834 lb.
Ve*oitr~ '87.5 knots 01.0

0,4

4-2.0

i 00

100

1.0 0
0 1 2

o80

-2,0

haShips Skeg Model (Fiat Bottm)
Weight a 1,026t432 lb.
Velocity - 87.5 knots

*I 1.o
-2,0

0

#1. 0
w 002

00

-1.0 C

Wave to Craft Length Ratio, /L

FIG. 24. MAXIMUM IMPACT ACCELERATION IN WAVES WUE TO POWER FAILURE
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TABLE II

MAXIMUM IMPACT ACCELERATIONS IN WAVES DUE TO POWER FAILURE

Gross Weight: DTMB Annular Jet GEM - 633,834 lb.
BUSHIPS Skeg Model - 1, 026,432 lb.

Velocity: 87.50 knots

/L h/h Forward Aft X/L h /h Forward Aft
Accel. Accel. Accel. Accel.
g's g's g's g's

. 1.0 2.08 -1.89 .72 1.0 1.04 -0.11
1.05 -1.80 1.60 -0.79
1.59 -0.13 .72 1.0 1.98 -0.05

.48 1.0 1.36 -0.74
1.44 1.0 0.95 -0.37

1.44 1.0 1.75 -0.80 0.92 -0.57
2.08 -0.86 0.81 -0.17

1.44 1.0 1.51 -2.08 1.41 -0.52
1.44 1.0 1.04 -0.52

1.92 1.0 1.14 -1.34
0.77 -1.14 U92 1.0 1.06 -0.62

1.92 1.0 1.68 -1.67 1.10 -0.77

1.92 1.0 1.15 -0.93

.48 0.4 0.63 -0.39
0.14 -0.51
0.31 -0.33

.48 0.4 1.41 -0.38

1.44 0.4 0.51 -0.69
0.65 -0.26

0.525 -0.17
0.805 -0.24

0.805 -0.46

0.68 -0.29

1.44 0.4 0.82 -0.16

1.92 0.4 1,l 27 -0.18
0.74 -0.46

1.92 0.4 0.68 -0.77
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8 8 8
H 1-4

0
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0
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